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The sample pages which follow show: 

Handwriting Rescue Sample Pages

MSL has 4 different cursive handwriting resources available for download.

The MSL Handwriting Rescue Scheme

This master has been designed to assist in making cursive handwriting 
consistent and accurate, whilst at the same time avoiding any association 
with the use of basic, junior handwriting booklets. 

The MSL Cursive Handwriting Guidelines on A4 Master sheet 

Ideal for introducing cursive handwriting and correcting poor handwriting habits, with
over 300 structured exercises designed to establish the correct cursive letter
formation.  Firstly, similar letters are practised in family groups and then linked
together.  As the programme develops, more letters are linked and word patterns
emerge with a fluid cursive handwriting style becoming automatic.

Designed to encourage consistent cursive handwriting at the same time as 
practising literacy skills of frequently used spelling choices, punctuation and 
key words. Good cursive handwriting can improve spelling.  65 A4 worksheets.

The MSL Handwriting Rescue 'follow-on' worksheets  Book 1 

Book 2 is based on the same principles as Book 1 but with more advanced 
spelling choices and literacy skills.  See the sample pages below for contents.
 65 A4 worksheets.

The MSL Handwriting Rescue 'follow-on' worksheets  Book 2 

*

**

*

*

1. MSL Handwriting Rescue Scheme   ~   Learn the cursive letter formation for 'p'
2. MSL Handwriting Rescue Scheme   ~   Link the letters so far!
3. Handwriting Follow-on Book 1        ~   Addressing envelopes
4. Handwriting Follow-on Book 1        ~   My Shopping List
5. Handwriting Follow-on Book 2        ~   Plurals for words ending in 'f' and 'fe'
6. Handwriting Follow-on Book 2        ~   Words for ordinal numbers
7. Handwriting Follow-on Book 2        ~   Frequently misspelt words
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follow.an� 
Names and addresses 

Names and addresses use capital letters for the beginning of every word, except 'and'. 

The letters of the post code must also be written as capital letters. 

We use a comma after the house number and at the end of each line exce t the last line. 

1 _Trace over the name and address on the envelope below, paying close

attention to capital letters, commas and full stops. 

IV\. ... r· .... ,cLr1.. .. cL /V\.r··_:\ ... -. 

A CJ 

r-·�: i 

i < .. /.) t.J./. ... L , 

2. Now address the envelope below, using the guidelines to keep your cursive

writing consistent. The envelope can be addressed to yourself or a friend.
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follow.an� 
Plurals for words ending in 'f' and 'fe' 

To make a word ending in 'f' or 'fe' plural we usually change 
the 'f' or 'fe' to 'v' and add 'es'. 

1.
List one

Make each word in this list 
plural by changing the 'f' or 'fe' 
to 'ves'. Then read out loud the 
singular and plural of each word. 

2. 
List two 

Make each word in this list 
singular by changing the 'ves' to 
'f' or 'fe'. Then read out loud the 
plural and singular of each word. 

3. Read each sentence and then write it again from memory on the line below.

MSL Handwriting Follow-on Book 2 - 35 
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full.ow ..on � 
Words for Ordinal Numbers 

fi.nJ, .6JlCOM 1hird fuwth fifth,� .6Jl..Ve'1ih � J1i.nl.h h.ni.h 
� J,weJjtl,, Jlwtunih � ftfwlnJh � 

� � .ll.U1JWllUlih J.wen.t.W.h 

Write the ordinal number word underneath each number position. 

1st 2nd 3rd 

6th 7th 8th 

I I 

11th 12th 13th 

16th 17th 18th 

4th 

I I 

9th 

I I 

14th 

I I 

19th 

I I 

5th 

10th 

15th 

20th 

Choose an ordinal number word to complete each sentence below. 
Then rewrite the sentence from memory on the empty line. 
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